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The picture shows distinct parallel lines a, b
and c, d intersecting at a certain angle. What
are the pairs of marked angles called?

1. α , β

adjacent
angles

vertical
angles

corresponding
angles

alternate
angles

none of the
mentioned

options

2. ε, ψ

3. δ , δ ′

4. ω, φ′

5. α ′, γ ′

6. γ, ψ ′



Wow! Do your friends by any chance call you
Wolfram or maybe Alpha?

Great, now you can try solving one of the
Millennium Prize problems!

Perfect, keep it up!Super-duper!
That is what I call a fine job!

Great, you are very good at this!You made some mistakes,
but you still deserve praise.

That was close! Next time you will
shine like a star.

Good work, have a biscuit.Great. Next time you won’t make any mistakesThat’s like when you end up second in a
competition when you could have won it.

Don’t worry, your result is more than half correct.Try again, practice makes perfect!Not bad! In some areas you haven’t got enough
knowledge yet.

It is not so bad, but you still have
a lot to catch up on.

All great scientists made some mistakes in their
life. Just like you.

You made it,
but there’s still room for improvement.

Ehm, you aren’t Jesus walking on water.
Get back on the ground!

You made a lot of mistakes.
You aren’t good at this yet.

Just a little better and you will be average.Keep trying. It will be better next time.Mission failed. We’ll get them next time.For this test - the goose is in the oven!
Try another test.

This is like a foreign movie to you;
you still need subtitles.

Next time don’t multiply your knowledge by zero.Most of your answers
were unfortunately like π — irrational.

You’ll be better next time.

Correct answers:




